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Abstract—The importance of the software security has been profound, since most attacks to software systems are based on vulnerabilities caused by poorly designed and developed software. Design flaws account for fifty percent of security problems and risk analysis plays essential role in solid security problems. Security Patterns are proposed that offer the security at the architecture level in analogy to design patterns. Determination of up to what extent specific security patterns shield from known STRIDE attacks to architecture is a major task. In this paper, we want to validate security patterns approach for architectures, using Executable UML Model-driven Architecture development and Layered Security Architecture. These results encourage the new research area of Web engineering Navigational Development Technique. Initially we look at authorization using MDA Executable UMLSec. Finally, we validate this by implementing security patterns using Agile Modeling.

Index Terms—Layered Security Architectures, Agile Modeling, Security Patterns, Model Driven Architecture, Executable UML.

I. INTRODUCTION TO SECURITY PATTERNS FOR SECURITY ARCHITECTURES

Security has become an important topic for many software systems. Security Patterns are reusable solutions to security problems. [1] Although many security patterns and techniques for using them have been proposed, it is still difficult to adapt security patterns to each phase of software development, and integrating them into Software Architecture design for modeling attack design. Various Patterns for Security Architectures includes: Single Access Point, Check Point, Roles, Session, Full View with Errors, Limited View, Secure Access Layer, Least Privilege, Journaling and Exit Gracefully. The importance of software security has been profound, since most attacks to software systems are based on vulnerabilities caused by poorly designed and developed software. Furthermore, the enforcement of security in software systems at the design phase can reduce the high cost and effort associated with the introduction of security during implementation. For this purpose, security patterns that offer security at the architectural level have been proposed in analogy to the well-known design patterns. We need to perform risk analysis of software systems based on the security patterns that they contain. The first step is to determine to what extent specific security patterns shield from known attacks at the design phase. Successful software and software systems are directly attributable to elegant and efficient modeling and design. [2] Models let users, architects and developers create readily understandable representations of complex object-oriented systems, before development begins. Sometimes these representations are visual (for example, class diagrams) and sometimes they are non-visual (for instances, use cases). A good analysis model for a portion of a complex can be abstracted and become an analysis pattern that can be used in other applications. Their use can save time and improve the quality of a system. An important advantage of analysis phase Semantic Analysis pattern is that they can be combined easily with security patterns, resulting in authorized applications. The security defined in the conceptual model can be enforced in the design model using security patterns at the lower architectural levels, including security patterns, components, distribution, and database adapters. We are currently developing more security patterns, including patterns for secure brokers and for Web Services as well as collection of patterns. The combination of multilayer architectures with patterns provides a framework to develop a systematic and reusable approach to building systems that satisfy specific non-functional requirements. Security patterns embody good design principles and by using them, the designer is implicitly applying these principles. Work is needed to add more patterns in each level and to collect and unify these patterns. We also need to define guidelines to apply the methodology in a real environment; for now, we are applying it to specific examples, such as distributed medical records, Internet voting, and distributed financial institutions. Refer to Table 1 which consists of Architectural Styles and Refer to Table 2 for Security Pattern classification for Application Architectures.
A type-level mapping maps types of the PIM language to types of the PSM language. An instance-level mapping uses marks that represent concepts in the PSM. When a PIM shall be deployed on a certain platform, the marks are applied to the elements of the PIM before the transformation; MDA does not directly address architectural design or how to represent the architecture, but the architecture has to be captured in the PIM or in the mapping since the CIM captures the requirements and the PSM is generated from the PIM using the mapping.

Web engineering is a new research line in software engineering that covers definition of processes, techniques, and models suitable for web environments in order to guarantee the quality of results. The research community assumed the Model-Driven paradigm to support and solve some classic problems detected in web developments but there is a lack in web requirements treatment. Therefore, NDT (Navigational Development Technique) was developed which deals with requirements in web systems. It is based on conclusions obtained in several comparative studies and it tries to fill some gaps detected by research community. It analysis how web engineering can be applied in the enterprise environment. The approach offers a web requirements solution based on a Model-Driven paradigm that follows the most accepted tendencies by web engineering. Here, security patterns are proposed that offer the security at the architectural level in analogy to design patterns. The first step is to determine to what extent specific security patterns shield from known attacks. This information is fed to a mathematical model based on the fuzzy-set theory and fuzzy fault trees in order to compute the risk for each category of attacks. Estimates are proposed for the resistance of the examined security patterns to Spoofing, Tampering-with-data, Repudiation, Information-disclosure, Denial-of-service, and Elevation-of-privilege attacks. We had proposed a methodology for quantifying the security level of a software system based on the implemented/missing security patterns. Moreover, the estimation can be performed already at the design phase. Thus, design problems can be detected at an early stage, which reduces the cost compared to the introduction of security during implementation. The comparison of two e-commerce systems having the same functionality, one without and one with security patterns, has shown that the nonsecure application has a high risk of being affected by each category of STRIDE attacks, whereas the secure application has a significantly lower risk.

II. LAYERED SECURITY ARCHITECTURE PATTERNS

The importance of the software security has been profound, since most attacks to software systems are based on vulnerabilities caused by poorly designed and developed software. Design flaws account for fifty percent of security problems and risk analysis plays essential role in solid security problems. To improve the quality of software systems, design patterns are important.
in object-oriented programming because they offer design motifs, elegant solution to recurrent design problems. DeMIMA (Design Motif Identification Multilayered Approach), an approach to semi automatically identify micro architectures that are similar to design motifs in source code and to ensure the traceability of these micro architectures between implementation and design. DeMIMA consists of three layers: two layers to recover an abstract model of source code, including binary class relationships, and third layer to identify design pattern in the abstract model. Nuemann and Parker organized systems into eight layers for security analysis: External environment, user, application, middle, networking, operating system, hardware and internal environment. Neumann’s model needs simplification to systems, especially to construct an executable model. Adding sub-layers, this architectural model can be reduced to three layers Semantic, Logical and physical. Semantic layer at the top includes people and organizations along with their goals. Logical layer in the middle contains computers, networks and software. Physical layer at the bottom represents the physical existence that all entities have in the real world. Every layer has a different concept of location, representing the separate conceptual scope and connectivity of systems and entities at each layer.

III. AGILE SECURE PATTERNS

Because of several vulnerabilities in software products and high amount of damage caused by them, software developers are enforced to produce more secure systems. Software grows up through its life cycle, so software development methodologies should pay special attention to security aspects of the product. Agile methodologies for security activities include applying agility measurement and applying an efficient agility reduction tolerance (ART). Using this approach method engineer of the project can enhance their agile software development activities could be a useful means to support agile processes encourage and embrace requirements change, which is a desirable characteristic for web application development. Agile methods include Feature Driven Development (FDD) and mature security methodologies for security activities include applying risk analysis, and integrate them to address the development of secure web applications. This approach key feature includes: a process capable of dealing with the key challenges of applications development like decreasing life-cycle times and frequently changing requirements and an iterative approach to risk analysis that integrates security design throughout the development process.

IV. SECURITY PATTERNS IMPLEMENTED USING AGILE MDA AND EXECUTABLE UML

MDA Security Implementations: Analysis at the level of runtime architecture matches the way experts reason about security or privacy better than a purely code-based strategy. However, the architecture must still be correctly realized in the implementation. Security ensures that information is provided only to those users who are authorized to possess the information. Security generally includes the following: Identification: This assumes that the system must check whether an user really is whom he or she claims to be. There are many techniques for identification and it is also called as authentication. The most widely used is "Username/Password" approach. More sophisticated techniques based on biometrical data are like retinal or fingerprint scan; Authorization: This means that the system should provide only the information that the user is authorized for, and prevent access to any other information. Authorization usually assumes defining "user access rights", which are settings that define to which operations, data, or features of the system the user does have access; Encryption: This transforms information so that unauthorized users (who intentionally or accidentally come into its possession) cannot recognize it. Refer to Figure 1 (Class Diagram): User enters username and password to access information. Authenticator checks the username and associated password to know whether the user is really he or she claims to be. Authenticator allows the user depending on the check result. Authorizer checks this user type (for example, administrator) and associated access rights. Authorizer restricts the user to access the information. The entered username and password by any user will be transformed in an encrypted format so that any other user who is correctly logged in cannot recognize it. Therefore security class provides a key and algorithm used to encrypt the data. Its implementation Sequence Diagram works as: User enters the username and password which are encrypted and transferred to authenticator to verify correctness. Then access rights for specified user are checked to allow for accessing of information.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION

A. Agile Security Patterns Design

Agile Methodology with Security Activities:

There are some agile methods: Extreme Programming (XP), Scrum, TDD (Test Driven Development), FDD (Feature Driven Development). In order to restrain reduction of agility nature, a method has been introduced. The method consists of five steps: Extracting Security Activities; Calculating Agility Degree of Security Activities; Integration of Agile and Security Activities; Activity Process Integration Algorithm; Agility Reduction Tolerance (ART)

First Security Activities are extracted from existing processes and guidelines from SecurityActivity class. The activities are named as “Security Activities” and these are used as basis for next steps. Classification of activities is done by understanding them in life cycle. Agility degree of activities is defined to measure their nimbleness. Agility degree for each activity is defined as its agile behavior. It represents level of activity’s compatibility with agile methodologies. Grades between 0 and 5 are assigned in agility degree vector (ADVect). Then integration issues of agile and security activities are handled. By analyzing agile methodologies and identifying their core engine activities integration is done. Activity integration compatibility matrix (AICM) is generated with binary values. An algorithm to integrate security activities with organization’s agile process is introduced in Algorithm class. Follows all steps activity by activity recursively. Finally agility reduction tolerance parameter and its optimization value are discussed in ART class. Tuning ART parameter is SMET’s (Secure Method Engineer Team) art to keep a balance between security and weight of the software development process.

Agile Approaches to Design:

A modern concept of design modeling is performed through the design patterns. Design pattern is a solution to a problem of design that repeatedly occurs and that can be implemented in the code. The use of design practices and patterns is given as: Agile methodologies focus on incremental development without a single and large upfront design. BDUFA (Big Design Up Front Anti-pattern) is adopted. User changes idea on subject leading to gathering of new requirements and change in code and design. Agile design approaches can be readily identified to implement. Agile methods like Extreme Program, Scrum, TDD (Test Driven Development) and FDD (Feature Driven Development) are introduced in various cases or scenarios.

Agile Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) Design:

AOP has a lot of similarity to agile software development methods: in particular, Extreme Programming and Scrum. The basic idea of agile methods is to develop software iterations. Each of them resulting in software delivery. The main purposes of agile methods are adaptation to changing requirements to the product, and quick delivery, as opposed to using a traditional waterfall method. In a sense, from the viewpoint of a software process organization, using AOP can also be considered as one of the agile techniques.

Communication and respect:

AOP can be used with XP as follows. Each developer is responsible for some cross-cutting functionality to be implemented as an aspect. The team leader and the team discuss the AOP structure of the system and the manner of weaving the aspects to get an entire working system. System requirements can be distributed throughout the team as aspect stubs that at the initial stage or at any other moment, can be discussed, criticized by anybody, and updated upon mutual agreement. As for aspect implementation, according to the respect principle, nobody can modify as aspect developed by another programmer without prior discussion with the aspect developer. That will enable really safe and modular implementation of the collective code ownership principle. If developer A remembers, say that the developer B is the best expert on the security aspect, A will consult B before changing security functionality in B’s aspect, or, better, suggest the changes to B, and it will be B’s final decision whether or not to include the changes. Simplicity and courage: Incremental development is quite suitable for applying AOP. The simplest version of the new feature implementation can
be developed as an aspect. It will help us to correctly determine the join points at which to inject fragments of the new feature implementation. If there is a need which enhance the feature implementation, it is likely to be done only by modifying the aspect’s actions only. The scheme of weaving the aspect will remain the same; it means that the XP team will not have to do big group changes in the entire code of product, and all changes will be localized in the aspect. Feedback and test-driven development: If a new functionality is designed, a new aspect should be developed. Prior to that, acceptance tests are developed for the functionality aspect. Implementation of the aspect is driven by its acceptance tests. Customers who are participating in the development process, according to XP principles, will also think about system development and enhancement in terms of aspects.

For details of implementation code, documentation and detailed UML diagrams, please refer to the website http://sites.google.com/site/upendramgitcse/

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we discussed about Layered Security architecture Security patterns using MDA Executable UML, with a case study. An interesting extension to this work would be the automatic introduction of missing security patterns either at the design phase of a system being developed or in already implemented software systems.
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